End-of-Year Wordly Wise Vocabulary Word List ACC

Be sure to make flashcards and study these words and all forms of the words.
Your test will be on April 3rd (Blue day kids) and April 4th (Red day kids)

Lesson 1
avid
concise
emulate
pervade
resilient

Lesson 2
abrasion
corroborate
cursory
derive
endeavor
succumb
surmise

Lesson 3
conjecture
disposition
generation
guile
prevalent

Lesson 4
affable
despondent
entreat
irascible
tremulous

Lesson 5
audacious
inkling
prudent
rebuke
slovenly

Lesson 6
assimilate
calamity
conspire
imminent
meticulous

Lesson 7
condescend
contingent
deluge
inane
mettle

Lesson 8
capacious
deploy
fastidious
fitful
precede

Lesson 9
abet
divert
humdrum
influx
tumult

Lesson 10
*All words from this lesson since no prior assessment was given.